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ABSTRACT Getting returned to previously viewed web pages is a common but uneasy assignment for users due
to the huge quantity of for my part accessed information at the net. This paper leverages human’s natural do not forget
system of the use of episodic and semantic reminiscence cues to facilitate do not forget and presents a private net
revisitation approach known as WebPagePrev thru context and content material key terms. Underlying strategies for
context and content material memories’ acquisition, garage, decay, and usage for web page re-locating are discussed. A
relevance feedback mechanism is also concerned to tailor to person’s reminiscence energy and revisitation behavior.
Our 6-month consumer look at suggests that: (1) Compared with the prevailing net revisitation tool Memento, History
List Searching approach and Search Engine method, the proposed WebPagePrev can provide the first-rate re-locating
first-rate in finding the charge (ninety two.10%), average F1-measure (0.4318) and average rank mistakes (zero.3145).
(2) Our dynamic control of context and content recollections inclusive of decay and reinforcement strategy can mimic
customers’ retrieval and don't forget mechanism. With relevance remarks, the locating rate of WebPagePrev increases
by way of nine. Eighty two%, average F1-degree increases with the aid of 47.09% and common rank errors lower via
19.44% in comparison to strong reminiscence control method. Among time, region, and activity context factors in
WebPagePrev, interest is the nice bear in mind cue and context+content material based re-locating can provide the
quality performance, in comparison to context-primarily based re-finding and content material-based re-locating.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the internet is playing a widespread role in turning in records to users’ fingertips. A net page
may be localized through a fixed URL and shows the web page content as the time-various snapshot. Among
the not unusual internet behaviors, internet revisitation is to re-find the formerly regarded web pages, no
longer most effective the web page URL however also the page picture at that access timestamp. A 6-week
user look at with 23 individuals showed nearly 58% of web gets admission to belong to internet
revisitation. Another 1-12 months consumer look at concerning 114 contributors found out round forty% of
queries were re-finding requests. According to, on common, each 2d page loaded changed into already
visited before via the equal consumer and the ratio of revisited pages amongst all visits tiers between 20%
and seventy two%. Psychological research display that humans depend on each episodic memory and
semantic reminiscence to recollect statistics or events from the beyond. Human’s episodic the memory
receives and stores temporally dated episodes or occasions, collectively with their spatial-temporal family
members, whilst human’s semantic reminiscence, alternatively, is a established report of records, meanings,
standards and capabilities that one has received from the outside international. Semantic information is
derived from accrued episodic memory. Episodic reminiscence can be thought of as a “map” that ties
collectively items in semantic memory. The memories make up the category of human user’s declarative
reminiscence, and paintings collectively in user’s statistics recollecting sports. Thus, whilst a user’s net
revisitation conduct happens, s/he tends to make use of episodic reminiscence interweaved with semantic
reminiscence, to take into account the previously centered pages. Here, semantic memory contains content
statistics of previously focused pages and episodic reminiscence continues these pages’ access context (e.G.,
time, area, concurrent activities, and so forth.) Inspired via the mental findings, this paper explores the way
to leverage our herbal don't forget manner of the usage of episodic and semantic reminiscence cues to
facilitate non-public net revisitation. Considering the variations among users in memorizing preceding get
admission to context and web page content material cues, a relevance remarks mechanism is involved to
beautify private web revisitation performance.
2. RELATED WORK
Three forms of person’s get admission to context, i.E., access time, access location, and concurrent activities,
are captured. While get right of entry to time is determinate, access vicinity can be derived from the IP deal
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with of person’s computing tool. By calling the general public IP localization API, we will map the IP deal
with (e.G.,”166.111.71.131”) to a vicinity (e.G., ”Beijing, Tsinghua University”). In order to get high-precision
vicinity, we similarly build an IP place geocoding database that can translate a static IP address to a
concrete region like”Lab Building, Room 216”. If the user’s GPS records are to be had, a public GPS
localization utility may also help localize the person to a Point of Interest (POI) within the place. User’s
concurrent sports are inferred from his/her laptop packages, running before and after the page get entry to.
We continuously reveal the exchange of consumer’s targeted program windows, which can be a web page, a
word document, or a chatting application window, and so on. For the duration of consumer’s interaction
with the pc. Once a person visits a web page longer than a threshold τc, computer applications that run
interleaving with the contemporary net access application for over τc time are taken as the related
computer programs (i.E., context activities). Let c[ts, te] = (c.Name, c.Dur, c.Freq) denote a pc software
within the time window [ts, te], in which c. Title is a fixed of phrases after casting off prevent words and
non-WordNet phrases from the identity of the pc program, c.Dur is the entire walking time of the program
inside the time window [ts, te], and c.Freq is the total recognition frequency within [ts, te]. There are ways
to have focus software. One is completed by way of the user to manually transfer to the program window
and others are the mechanically going for walks programs like audio/video players.
Apart from access context, users may additionally get again to the preceding regarded pages through a few
content keywords. Instead of extracting content terms from the total net web page, we most effective recall
the page segments proven on the display screen. There are many term weighting schemes in the records
retrieval area. The maximum commonplace one is to calculate time period frequency-inverse file frequency
(tf-idf). For personalized net revisitation, simply counting the occurrence of a term within the offered web
page phase is not sufficient. Also, user’s internet web page surfing behaviors (e.G. Visitation time duration
and highlighting or now not), in addition to page’s concern headings, are counted as person’s impact and
potential hobby indicators for later bear in mind. In a comparable way as get admission to context, we bind
an affect rating to each extracted content material time period d, showing how likely the user will discuss
with it for remember based totally at the four normalized capabilities.
3. FRAMEWORK

In the literature, a number of strategies and tools like bookmarks, history tools, search engines like Google,
metadata annotation and exploitation, and contextual do not forget systems had been evolved to help nonpublic internet revisitation. The most closely associated paintings of this have a look at is Memento
machine, which unifies context and content material to resource net revisitation. It described the context of
a web page as different pages in the surfing consultation that at once precede or follow the modern web
page, and then extracted subject matter-phrases from those browsed pages based totally on the Wikipedia
subject matter list. In comparison, the context facts taken into consideration on these paintings consists of
access time, place and concurrent activities robotically inferred from person’s pc applications. Instead of
extracting content items from the entire internet web page as accomplished in, we extract them from web
page segments displayed on the screen within the person’s view, and assign a probabilistic value to every
extracted term based on person’s web page browsing behaviors (i.E., live time and highlighting), as properly
as web page’s issue headings and term frequency-inverse report frequency (tf-idf), reflecting user’s impact
and likeliness of the use of the keyword as remember content material cues. Other closely associated work
such as enabled users to look for contextually related sports (e.G., time, area, concurrent activities,
meetings, song playing, interrupting telephone call, or maybe other documents or web sites that have been
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open at the identical time), and find a target piece of data (regularly not semantically associated) when that
context become on. This body of studies emphasizes episodic context cues in web page recall. How to draw
close probably surprising semantic content material cues from consumer’s page get admission to behaviors,
and make use of them to facilitate remember are not discussed. To tailor to individual’s web revisitation
traits, as well as human user’s context and content memory degradation nature, this observe presents
techniques to dynamically tune influential parameters in building and retaining probabilistic context and
content memories for recall.
Our private net revisitation framework with relevance comments. It consists of important phases.
(1) Preparation for internet revisitation. When a user accesses a web page, that's of potential to be revisited
later by the person (i.E., web page get right of entry to time is over a threshold), the context acquisition and
control module captures the modern get entry to context (i.E., time, location, sports inferred from the
presently jogging computer packages) into a probabilistic context tree. Meanwhile, the content material
extraction and management module performs the unigram primarily based extraction from the displayed
page segments and obtains a listing of probabilistic content phrases. The probabilities of received context
instances and extracted content material terms reflect how in all likelihood the consumer will talk to them
as reminiscence cues to get returned to the previously centered web page.
(2) Web revisitation. Later, when a user requests to get again to a formerly focused web page through
context and/or content material keywords, the re-get entry to by way of context key phrases module and
re-access by means of content keywords module seek the probabilistic context tree repository and
probabilistic term listing repository, respectively. The result generation and remarks adjustment module
combines the search outcomes and returns to the user a ranked list of visited web page URLs. The relevance
remarks mechanism dynamically tunes influential parameters (which includes recollections’ decay quotes,
page reading time threshold, interleaved window length threshold, weight vectors in computing the
affiliation and affect scores), which are critical to the construction and management of context and content
material memories for non-public net revisitation.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To implement this concept I put some urls inside urls.txt file and then programmatically visiting those pages
to allow application to generate and store context and content data. If u wants u can also put some more
urls inside that file and then application will generate context and content data.
To run code double click on ‘run.bat’ file to get below screen.

If you have internet then you can click on ‘Visit Internet Pages’ button to allow application visit internet
pages and then save all those pages on dataset folder. Once after visiting internet pages click on ‘Upload
Dataset’ folder to upload dataset pages
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In above screen we got all context information such as URL ID, Page Title, Ip address (we don’t have GPS, so
no ip address will come but I mention as 0.0.0.0), Access Duration, page frequency and context info such as
time and access frequency.

In above screen as context keywords I enter title as ‘Java Tutorial’ and content keywords as ‘Serialization’
which means that I am looking for a page whose title is ‘Java tutorial’ and has a keyword called
‘Serialization’. And get the result display all pages which contain context and content data. Now select any
row from table and click on ‘View Tree’ button to get tree.

CONCLUSION
Drawing at the traits of human brain reminiscence in organizing and exploiting episodic occasions and
semantic words in statistics remember, this paper offers a non-public web revisitation approach primarily
based on context and content key phrases. Context times and page content material are respectively
organized as probabilistic context timber and probabilistic term lists, which dynamically evolve via
degradation and reinforcement with relevance comments. Our experimental consequences show the
effectiveness and applicability of the proposed approach. Our destiny work consists of 1) prediction of
customers’ revisitation, 2) extending the approach to support customers’ ambiguous re-finding requests
and three) incorporating social context factors in data re-finding.
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